Hi,
I am writing in relation to the proposition of allowing metadata in civil litigation. I will be blunt, to attempt to gather feedback to this proposed change within the holiday time frame when less people will send you said negative feedback is rather dishonest and will be cited as an additional reason to my general apathy to the entire political process.

You make grand promises about how our privacy will be respected and then propose to renege on these promises, I personally do not think its coincidental. You implemented legislation using the guise of terrorism (statistically insignificant threat, but useful for political ends) to introduce the bill, promise that our rights will be respected and then propose to allow gross scope creep? Why in hell should we trust you? Is it any surprise that general faith in politics is at a general low?

I guess you could throw this complaint under "Scope creep". And no, its not bullshit, its proposed. If you passed the law based on an argument of paedophilia and terrorism, then chase the pedo's and terrorists. If you thought this was going to be "alright" by the Australian people you would have not introduced the legislation at such a busy time of year.
Regards
Mark